Spare parts for:

COFFEE GRINDERS

Remote control switches

- Timers

This catalogue is automatically generated. Therefore, the sequence of the items might not be always shown at best. Updates will be issued in case of additions and/or amendments.
Remote control switches

1446902  TIMER LABEL

MAZZER S000TAA03

1446903  TIMER KNOB

MAZZER S000MA01

1446900  TIMER 50 SECONDS 16A 250V

- mechanical movement with balance wheel
- 1-minute manually set cycle
- bipolar timer with contact capacity 16A 250V
- environment temperature max 125°C
- square pin 3.5x0.5 mm
- for FIorenZato MC FS-F6
- for MAZZER M100-MINILUX-SUPERJOLLY-MAJOR

1446300  TIMER 4 MINUTES M2

- manually set mechanical timer
- manually set cycle 4 minutes
- contact capacity 16(4)A 250V
- max temperature 125°C
- D-shaped pin ø 6x4.6 mm
- complete with silkscreen printed plate and knob
- for MACAP M4-M4AT-M4A-M5T-M5A-MX-MXT-MXX-MXX00
- MXX00-MXX0-MXT-MXTF-MXTT-MXTT900-M7A-M7X-M7X
- MXT-MXXKA-MXXK-MXXKT-MXXKA-MC4-MC6T-MC6T-MC6T
- MC7-MC7T
- for SPAZIALE MX-MXT-MXX-M900-M900T-M900A
- for GAGGIA MD64 NEW-MD75

1446901  THREE-POLAR TIMER 50 SECONDS

- for MAZZER M100-SUPER JOLLY-MAJOR

ASTORIA CMA 28162

FIorenZato M.C. 081.084.028

MAZZER S000TTA02

GAGGIA 4931C0061004

MACAP C00061004

SPAZIALE 3330
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